
Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

High pressure will develop over the Gulf on Saturday, with north winds remaining in the east and southerly winds in the west.
This high will keep fairly benign conditions over the Gulf into the middle of the week. A weak cold front may move out over 
the Gulf Monday, but should have little effect.  Conditions will increase again around the middle of the week when low 
pressure deepening in the Plains will cause fresh to strong winds in the Gulf, especially in the west.  This low will push off to 
the northeast but its cold front will likely move offshore next weekend. 
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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

This morning, strong to gale-force winds, with higher gusts, continue over the Gulf of Mexico in the wake of a developing low 
pressure system that will be moving toward the northeastern US today.  Seas are also elevated, with very rough to high seas 
in some areas.  As the low moves away conditions will ease from the west today.  Winds should drop back to moderate in the 
west over the afternoon hours, in the central Gulf overnight, and in the east Saturday morning. Seas will decrease with the 
winds; by Saturday afternoon, seas should be moderate in all areas. 
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